Searching Consumer Reports Online

Users can search Consumer Reports Online for specific product reviews and ratings or news articles. There are a few different ways to search Consumer Reports Online:

1. Use the search box
2. Use the A-Z Index
3. Use the subject headings
Using the Search Box

The search box is a great way to look up specific news articles or products. For example, a patron is looking for the article Best Mobile Gadgets. Simply type “Best Mobile Gadgets” in the search box and select the search button.
Using the Subject Headings

Subject headings are a great way to find product reviews, recommendations and ratings for a variety of models. For example, a patron is interested in buying an E-book reader and wants to view the ratings for all the devices on the market. Choose the heading Electronics and then select E-book readers.

Users can view ratings and reliability, recommended devices, and a buying guide for all E-book readers on the market to determine which device will work best for them.